Price List

Grades K-6

Spelling Scholar—Full Program
One grade level specific Teacher Resource Binder and one CD
or flash drive containing all grade levels purchased for each
classroom teacher. (This program can be placed on the
school/district server.) Teachers can access materials from all
grade levels.
Resource binder contents and cd contents are described on
page 2.
Pricing: one-time all-inclusive cost, no fees in future years
Kindergarten……………….$135.00 per classroom
Grades 1-6…………………..$399.00 per classroom
Additional teacher resource binders………$89.00
Shipping and handling will be added to the total amount of the sale.
Please indicate CD or flash drive on the purchase order.
Pilot Materials (School or District)……….$50.00 per pilot teacher (plus shipping and handling)
One grade level binder contains enough pilot materials for teaching one quarter:

o six to eight (6-8) consecutive printed units
o accompanying teacher manual, tests, word sorts (3 levels), answer keys
o sample pages from the Greek and Latin roots resource (This will be enough for your students to
use in the pilot.)
o General resources that include how to maintain a spelling notebook, directions for teacher
controlled/student managed personal word list, etc.
o One CD for entire pilot group containing training materials, all units included in the pilot, and
accompanying games for these units. This CD can be copied or downloaded on the
school/district server for the pilot teachers
Staff Development DVD containing 6 Modules……..$299.00








Module 1-Overview
Module 2-Units
Module 3-Word Sorts
Module 4-Personal Words
Module 5-Greek and Latin Word Parts
Module 6-Assessment
Contact us if your school has fewer than 20 students per classroom.

There are no costs in subsequent years for any of the options above, even if student enrollment
increases. The school/district purchasing The Spelling Scholar retains the rights to make
unlimited copies of student materials according to the terms of the licensing agreement.
Resource binder is grade level specific, and includes all materials needed to teach the
curriculum for: implementation directions, game and word sort directions, and grade level
pre/post-tests, teacher pages, student unit pages, dictionary lessons, word sorts, unit tests, unit
and test answer keys, projects, booklet of Greek and Latin Roots—Meanings and Related Words
(Grades 4-6), grade level appropriate list of easily misspelled words, “Skills That Return”
document.
CD included with the full program contains all the materials in the Teacher Resource Binder
plus games, game rules, word wall high frequency words in flashcard and bulletin board sizes,
posters, additional practice sorts for primary grades, and the condensed version of the program.
The condensed version contains fewer written practice exercises to give teachers the option to
use this unit if students do not need as much time on any certain skill.
Teacher Training
$750 per half day session conducted via webinar.
$1100 per half day session (approximately 30 teachers per session) conducted in person. Beyond
a 90 mile radius of West Bend, WI all travel expenses to be covered by the school or district.

Purchase orders should be made out to:
Mattmann and Cowan, LLC
707 Madison Ave.
West Bend, WI 53095

